
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

ENGLISH 

At the end of this term, my learners will have learnt the 

following skills effectively; 

 1.  Speaking/Listening 

 2.  Reading and literary appreciation 

 3. Critical Thinking 

 4. Collaboration 

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 

Students will learn about farm structure and 

building, crop propagation and cultural practice. 

They will also explore animal feeds and feeding, 

animal pest and disease control, fishery, forest and 

forest uses. 

MATHEMATICS 

In the course of the term, learners will be 

exposed on how to calculate integers and decimal, 

estimation, add, subtract, multiply and divide 

integers. 

They will also use the knowledge of the laws of 

arithmetic and BODMAS to simplify calculations 

containing decimals and fractions. 

 

PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 

The term promises to be abundantly 

exciting as we have varieties of sporting 

ideas planned out. 

The topics for this session will centre 

around the importance of first aid, 

safety measures for accidents and 

fitness conditioning programmes for 

track and field events. 

Involving our learners in the above areas 

of study will develop them physically, 

socially, emotionally, morally and 

mentally. Also, note that engaging in 

sports and games improves brain 

functioning therefore classroom 

behaviour improves naturally.  

THEME 

MUSIC 

Our task for this term will cut across 

performances in different groups (vocal and 

instrumental), construction of major scales on the 

treble staff, rhythmic development using musical 

notes and idiophones.   



 

  

BUSINESS STUDIES 
 

Business studies for this term will focus on topics like 

office correspondence and documents, trade, market and 

distribution etc. necessary for developing fundamental 

skills and knowledge of handling business letters, invoice, 

receipt, as well as designing business cards etc.  

 

CREATIVE ART 

Learners will produce drawings and paintings 

using the element and principles of design. 

They will also learn how to apply the element 

of art to interior decoration for homes.   

CHRISTIAN 

RELIGIOUS 

STUDIES 

Christian Religious studies for year 

8 will begin with the visit of the 

shepherd and the wise men at the 

birth of Jesus; we will also study 

Jesus and His family, the baptism 

of Jesus, the temptation of Jesus 

and so on. Then we will study the 

call of the disciples and round up 

with the Sermon on the Mount. 

BASIC SCIENCE 

Science has great value to human beings because 

it can improve our quality of life. 

Basic Science as one of the core science subjects, 

helps us to discover laws that govern matters and 

the world through observations and experiments. 

We will study the behaviours and properties of 

gas and liquid. We will also look at energy and 

motion, and their applications in our environment. 

YORUBA 
 

Students will develop listening, speaking, reading and 

writing skills in Yoruba language so as to be able to solve 

21st century Yoruba cultural problems. The skills they 

will be learning this 2021/2022 session will also equip 

them to participate effectively in solving social, 

economic and security challenges through dialogue. 

DRAMA 

Drama this term will focus on several aspects of a drama 

production which includes stage designs, rehearsals, 

prompting cues and so on. Students will basically 

develop acting skills and learn about errors to avoid 

while acting on stage. 

HAUSA 

The summary of our learning this 

term will mainly be centred on 

enabling learners to read, speak and 

write simple conversations in Hausa. 



 

  

CIVIC EDUCATION 

              Civic education will promote a 

balance of unity and diversity of people’s 

cultures worldwide by emphasizing on 

building patriotism, citizenship and virtue 

of responsibilities in the students.  

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Social studies in year 8 exposes learners to necessary 

skills for solving societal problems. Since it is paramount 

for man to make positive impact in the society, social 

studies will develop in your child positive values, norms and 

attitude to thrive in the society. It will also imbibe 

important skills of observation, social responsibility, 

security education and problem solving. 

  

 

IGBO 

 

Igbo Language (Asusu Igbo) is one of the three major languages in 

Nigeria that students will be learning this session. Learners will 

develop how to read, speak and write the Igbo language. They will 

also learn the ethics of the Igbos which will teach them to take 

responsibilities which will make them better citizens at large. 

HISTORY 

Our task will be on non- centralize state. We will further analyse basic 

characteristics of a Non- centralized states, and socio-political 

development of some examples of non- centralized states in Nigeria. 

They include the Igbo, Tiv, Idoma, Urohbo, ijaw, Ebira, Ibibio, and 

Anang. 

Our interest is to educate the students on how the pre- colonial African 

society was organized and developed before the coming of the 

Europeans.      



 

 

 

HOME ECONOMICS 

 

The students will be introduced to various topics 

in Home Economics such as family resources, 

decision making and family clothing; students will 

be taught on how to carefully make wise decisions 

which will be beneficial to them and the family. 

ICT 

In the first term for the current school 

year for year level eight, we are going to 

look into the ethics and safety measures 

guiding the use of computer, basics of 

graphic packages and designs, and various 

computer storage units. 

 

ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS 

STUDIES 
 

     The curriculum for this term will cover these broad 

areas: 

a. Qur’an – The last revealed scripture from Allah to 

the entire mankind and Jin through prophet 

Muhammad (SAW). 

b. Hadith – The traditions of our holy prophet 

Muhammad (SAW). 

c. Tawhid – Oneness of Allah (SWT). 

d. Fiqh – Islamic jurisprudence. 

e. Sirah – Islamic history. 

f. Tahdhib – Islamic moral education. 

FRENCH 

This term, learners will learn how to present 

and describe themselves and their friends. 

They will also learn how to express emotions 

and show appreciation in French. 

BASIC TECHNOLOGY 

This term, learners will learn about first aid and 

safety education as well as rescue operations. They 

will be equipped with adequate knowledge to make 

them prepared in unforeseen circumstances and 

accident scenes.  



 


